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Abstract 
 
We propose and evaluate a new approach for 
identification of persons, based on harvesting of 
interest point descriptors in video sequences. By 
accumulating interest points on several sufficiently 
time-spaced images during person silhouette or face 
tracking within each camera, the collected interest 
points capture appearance variability.  
Our method can in particular be applied to global 
person re-identification in a network of cameras. We 
present a first experimental evaluation conducted on a 
publicly available set of videos in a commercial mall, 
with very promising inter-camera pedestrian re-
identification performances (a precision of 82% for a 
recall of 78%). Our matching method is very fast: 
~ 1/8s for re-identification of one target person among 
10 previously seen persons, and a logarithmic 
dependence with the number of stored person models, 
making re-identification among hundreds of persons 
computationally feasible in less than ~ 1/5s second.  
Finally, we also present a first feasibility test for on-
the-fly face recognition, with encouraging results. 
 
1. Introduction and related work 
In many video-surveillance applications, it is desirable 
to determine if a presently visible person, vehicle, or 
object, has already been observed somewhere else in 
the network of cameras. This kind of problem is 
commonly known as “re-identification”, and a general 
presentation of this field for the particular case of 
person tracking can be found for instance in §7 of [1]. 
Re-identification algorithms have to be robust even in 
challenging situations caused by differences in camera 
viewpoints and orientations, varying lighting 
conditions, pose variability, and also, for global 
persons, rapid change in clothes appearance. 
A first category of person re-identification methods 
rely on biometric techniques (such as face or gait 
recognition). Face identification in “cooperative” 
context on high-resolution images with well-controlled 
pose and illumination can now be done with very good 
performance (see eg [12] or [13]). However, on-the-fly 
face matching in wide-field videos is still a very 
challenging problem.  
A second group of methods try to perform person re-
identification using no biometrics but only global 
appearance. Among these, various approaches have 
been proposed: signature based on color histograms 
(such as in [2], [3] or [14]), texture characteristics (see 
eg [4]). More recently some works have proposed the 
use of matching of interest points for establishing 
correspondance between objects, like cars in [5], and 
also for person re-identification as for instance in [6]. 
We here propose and evaluate a re-identification 
scheme using matching of interest points harvested in 
several images during short video sequences. The 
central point of our algorithm lies in the exploitation of 
image sequences, contrary to the method proposed in 
[6] where matches are done on image-to-image basis. 
This allows to get a more “dynamic” and multi-view 
descriptor than when using single image, and is a bit 
similar in spirit to the “averaging of interest-point 
descriptors throughout time sequence” used in the work 
by Sivic and Zisserman in [7]. However, contrary to 
them, we do not use SIFT [8] detector and descriptor, 
but a locally-developped (see §2) and particularly 
efficient variant of SURF [9]. This is also in contrast 
with Gheissari et al. in [6] who use a color-histogram 
of the region around interest points for their matching. 
Note also that we do not use a “vocabulary” approach 
as in [5] or [7], but use a direct matching between 
interest point descriptors.  
We hereafter describe our method in more details, 
present a first performance evaluation on publicly 
available real-world videos, and a preliminary 
feasibility test for application to on-the-fly face 
identification. 
 
2. Description of our re-identification 
scheme 
 
In this section we detail the algorithmic choices made 
in our re-identification approach. Our method can be 
separated in two main stages: a learning phase, and a 
recognition phase. The learning consists in taking 
advantage of tracking of a given person, vehicle or 
object in a sequence from one camera, in order to 
extract interest points and their descriptors necessary to 
build the model. 
The interest point detection and descriptor computation 
is done using “key-points” functions available in the 
Camellia image processing library 
(http://camellia.sourceforge.net). These 
Camellia key-points detection and characterization 
functions are implementing a very quick variant, which 
shall be described elsewhere in more details, inspired 
from SURF [9] but even faster. SURF itself is an 
extremely efficient method (thanks to use of integral 
images) inspired from the more classic and widely used 
interest point detector and descriptor SIFT [8].  
Apart from some technical details, the main difference 
between Camellia keypoints and SURF lies in 
optimization of Camellia implementation, using 
integer-only computations, which makes it even faster 
than SURF, and particularly well-suited for embedding 
in camera hardware.  
 
 
Figure 1: schematic view of model building (left), and of re-identification of a query (right). 
 
Our recognition step uses tracking of the to-be-
identified-person, and models built during learning 
stage, in order to determine if the signature of the 
currently analyzed person is similar enough to one of 
those already “registered” for which signatures have 
been stored from other cameras. Our method can be 
detailed in the following 5 steps: 
1. Model building 
A model is built for each detected and tracked 
person. In order to maximize the quantity of non-
redundant information, we do not use every 
successive frame, but instead images sampled every 
half-second. The person model is obtained as the 
accumulation of interest point descriptors obtained on 
those images. 
2. Query building 
The query for the target persons is built on several 
evenly time-spaced images, exactly in the same way 
as the models, but with a smaller number of images 
(therefore collected in a shorter time interval). 
3. Descriptor comparison 
The metric used for measuring the similarity of 
interest point descriptors is the Sum of Absolute 
Differences (SAD).  
4. Robust fast matching 
A robust and very fast matching between descriptors 
is done by the employed Camellia function, which 
implements a Best Bin First (BBF) search in a KD-
tree [10] containing all models.  
5. Identification 
The association of the query to one of the models is 
done by a voting approach: every interest point 
extracted from the query is compared to all models 
points stored in the KD-tree, and a vote is added for 
each model containing a close enough descriptor; 
finally the identification is made with the highest 
voted-for model. 
 
3. Experimental evaluation for application 
to re-identification of persons 
 
For the person re-identification application, a first 
experimental evaluation of our method has been 
conducted, on a publicly available series of videos 
(http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/rbf/CAVIAR
)showing persons recorded in corridors of a 
commercial mall. These videos (collected in the 
context of European project CAVIAR [IST 2001 
37540]) are of relatively low resolution, and include 
images of the same 10 persons seen by two cameras 
with very different viewpoints.  
The model for each person was built with 21 evenly 
time-spaced images (separated by half-second interval), 
and each query was built with 6 images representing a 
3 second video sequence (see figure 2). Camera color 
potential variability is avoided by working in grayscale. 
Illumination invariance is ensured by histogram 
equalization of each person’s bounding-box.  
The re-identification performance evaluation is done 
with the precision-recall metric: 
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with TP (True Positives) = number of correct query-
model re-identification matching, and FP (False 
Positives) = number of erroneous query-model 
matching. 
Table 1: precision and recall, as a function of the 
score threshold for query-model matching 
 (ie minimum number of similar interest points). 
 
Score threshold for 
query-model matching 
(number of matched 
points) 
Precision 
(%) 
Recall 
(%) 
 
40 99 49 
 
35 97 56 
 
30 95 64 
 
25 90 71 
 
20 85 75 
 
15 82 78 
 
10 80 79 
 
5 80 80 
 
The resulting performance, computed on a total of 
760 query video sequences of 3 seconds, is presented 
in table 1, and illustrated on a precision-recall curve on 
figure 3. The main tuning parameter of our method is 
the “score threshold”, which is the minimum number of 
matched points between query and model required to 
validate a re-identification. As expected, it can be seen 
that increasing the matching score threshold, increases 
the precision but at the same time lowers the recall. 
Taking into account the relatively low image 
resolution, our person re-identification performances 
are good, with for instance 82% precision and 78% 
recall when the score threshold is set to a minimum of 
15 matching interest points between query and model. 
 
 
                
 
      
Figure 2: Visualization of detected key-points on 14 of the 21 images for one person’s model (top line), 
and on the 6 images of a successfully matched re-identification query for the same person (bottom-line). 
 
For comparison, [14] which use color histograms for 
re-identification on another video set including 15 
different persons report best results of ~80% positive 
rate for ~80% true negative proportion among 
negatives.  Also, the best result reported in [6] on a set 
of videos including 44 different persons is 60% correct 
best match (and they achieve 80% only when 
considering if true match is included in the 4 best 
matches). It is of course difficult to draw any strong 
conclusion from these comparisons, as the video sets 
are completely different, with different numbers of 
persons, which may be more or less similar, but it 
seems that the order of magnitude of our first 
evaluation of re-identification performances is rather 
encouraging.  
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Figure 3: Precision-recall curve in our first 
person “global” re-identification experiment 
 
In order to quantify the advantage of harvesting 
interest points on several images, we tried to use 
various numbers of images per model of person, and 
checked the impact on obtained precision and recall. 
As can be seen on figure 4, there is a very clear and 
significant simultaneous improvement of both 
precision and recall when the number of images per 
model is increased. This validates the interest of the 
concept of harvesting interest points for the same 
person on various images. 
 
 
Figure 4: Influence of the number of images 
used per model on the re-identification 
precision and recall 
It is also important to emphasize the high execution 
speed of our re-identification method: the computing 
time is less than 1/8 s per query, which is negligible 
compared to the 3 seconds necessary to collect the six 
images separated by ½ s. 
Table 2: Total number of interest points, and  
re-identification computation time as a function of 
the number of images used for each person model 
Number of 
images used 
in model 
sequences 
Total number 
of stored 
interest points 
Computation time 
for  
re-identification 
(ms) 
1 1117 123 
2 2315 132 
4 5154 141 
8 11100 149 
16 22419 157 
24 32854 161 
 
More importantly, due to the logarithmic complexity of 
the KD-tree search with respect to the number of 
stored descriptors, the query processing time should 
remain very low even if large number of person models 
were stored. In order to verify this, we compared the 
re-identification computation time when varying the 
number of images used in model sequences, as 
reported in table 2.  
Re-identification computation time
when varying number of images in models
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Figure 5: Re-identification computation time as a 
 function of number of stored keypoint descriptors; 
 the dependence is clearly logarithmic 
 
Indeed figure 5 shows that the re-identification 
computation time scales logarithmically with number 
of stored descriptors. Since the number of stored 
descriptors is roughly proportional to the number of 
images used,  if 100 to 1000 person models were 
stored instead of 10 (with ~ 20 images for each), the 
KD-tree would contain 10 to 100 times more key-
points, i.e. ~ 0.25 to 2.5 millions of descriptors. 
Extrapolating from figure 5, we therefore expect a 
query computation time ≤ 1/5 s for a re-identification 
query among hundreds of registered person models. 
However, the reliability of re-identification among 
such a high number of persons of course remains to be 
verified. 
 
4. Feasibility study of application to  
on-the-fly face identification 
 
To evaluate the generality of our approach, we have 
also begun preliminary tests for a feasibility study of 
application to on-the-fly face identification face in real 
time. We have installed four IP cameras in our 
research lab in order to build up our own experiment 
with different cameras. 
 
 Figure 6:  The general diagram of our application 
to real-time on-the-fly face identification 
 
The general principle is the same as for person global 
re-identification, except that we need a face detection 
module to locate face for model harvesting as well as 
for re-identification by face. Figure 6 shows a general 
diagram of our on-the-fly face identification system. 
 
For the face detection, we began by using just the 
standard Viola-Jones face detection algorithm [11] 
implemented in open source library OpenCV. Figure 7 
shows the points of interest extracted by the Camellia 
keypoints detector on the faces of several persons in 
our lab. As for global person re-identification, we use 
several sufficiently different images for building the 
model of each person. 
 
The quantification of the identification performances 
of our system is currently still in progress, but we have 
already qualitatively interesting results, as illustrated 
on figure 8 where one can see some successful on-the-
fly face identification, including some on difficult 
situations with occlusion, or when a person wears dark 
sunglasses (while no such image example was present 
in its model). 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7: Examples of interest points extracted 
with Camellia KeyPoint detector inside detected 
faces used as models 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
Figure 8:  Examples of successful on-the-fly face 
identification with our interest point harvesting 
approach 
 
 
5. Conclusions 
We have presented a new re-identification approach 
based on matching of interest-points collected in query 
short video sequence with those harvested in longer 
model videos used for each previously seen and 
registered “object” (person, face or vehicle).  
We have conducted a first evaluation for application to 
global pedestrian re-identification in multi-camera 
system on low-resolution videos. This yielded very 
promising inter-camera person re-identification 
performances (a precision of 82% for a recall of 78%).  
It should be noted that our matching method is very 
fast, with typical computation time of 1/8s for re-
identification of one target person among 10 stored 
signatures for previously seen persons in other 
cameras. Moreover, this re-identification time scales 
logarithmically with the number of stored person 
models, so that the computation time would remain 
below 1/5 second for a real-world-sized system 
potentially involving tracking of hundreds of persons. 
We have also set up a first feasibility evaluation of 
application of the same method for on-the-fly face 
identification, with encouraging successful face 
identification in difficult situations (occlusion, adding 
sunglasses, etc…). 
More thorough evaluations have to be done for 
pedestrian re-identification, including on other video 
corpus, and with more registered persons, which are 
currently under progress. For on-the-fly face 
recognition, a quantitative evaluation is underway. 
Also, our re-identification scheme will soon be 
integrated in the global video-surveillance processing, 
which will allow to restrict interest points inside the 
person area, therefore excluding most background 
keypoints, which should improve significantly the 
performance of our system.  
Finally, we also hope to further increase performances, 
either by exploiting relative positions of matched 
interest points, and/or by applying a machine-learning 
to built “models”. 
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